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,%ر> ;ن دا,9 #3%ز 8(7 ده5 3&-2 ا'4 د 3&-2 #1 اس /، ا,-�,+*() '&%ل #ف : ! �زاد
G3 3+<%ای5 از ,%ر> ;ن در .  اH,;IJ-;ن ا'GB ،(A;B4 یC8%DE 2-&3 F در ! � A;B)، @;ی-<4

K))B C3 (LM 5Nر CO ن;-H,;IJدر ا C8%DE 23&;ت G&5 و در 3%رد ای'�RA 9S-&3 3%رد . CO
K,�یT@ C3 د�U;! 5Nی). ر;H3 GVو دی K,�+U C3 W+J . 2-&3 Fوت ی;Yت Zی�-Uر[A ،ر> ;ن >;ن%,

 C8%DE4؟وH+O ن;-H,;IJد ا C-]3&-2 دو Fی   
KaA از او A;یK . ب، اول G3 '_م GA 5)B C3 تL;م HB;یGB C ا1 ویKی% را تEZ)B C3 ;!;L%: ,%ر> ;ن

_b3 GB ن%O 4'وت ه; زی;د ا;Yت GB 5ی%VAز�c  ،;ب ه;-B وت در;Yت  ،WریKز ت�c وت در;Yت 
تY;وت در ا'-;ده;، O%ن A+*-� 3&;تC8%DE 2 ا'-;د ه;ی*;ن، b3_ ا'-;ده;یC هGB Z-H در 

H,;IJرج از ا;E و K,درس دادن دار GA�eن ت;-H,;IJرج از ا;E در _b3 GB ;و ی K,د�B (+Dfن ت;-
B-;ب ه;ی*;ن، B-;ب ه;یC ا'GB 4 در دیF];L3 GV ا'-Y;دb3 gK! g_ در O C&];L3%ن @;HB-;ن و 

 9fh' C)aا'4، ی CO 1ان و ا�ن ای%O C&];L3 3&-2 در K)O ;aSc �-*+A GB ن%O 4'ا �تi;A
 ،C,;IJب ه;1 ا;-B ش در ';ل�-*+A1360 CoaA 9 و,KB 1ا'-;ر�وی pqJ از او KaA و gK! G-!%, 

 C-Nو _b3 C];3; ح C-و ح gK3;+, 1�++Iت s+اش ه CH)ی;' [+O در Z&+] ،K,ورد# FO%B ات�++Iت
5+)B C3 5+Hq9 ت>A دو GA را G+ا,+5 ح+%ا,;ت ح%E C3 W)ن ه; و ح+%ا,;ت: ';ی;H,ا. 

'+H-5 #3%ز!C اH,;IJ-;ن یA 5-H+' F+*-�، در .. %زش هc%L%ر GBد اH,;IJ-;ن '+H-5 #3: ! �زاد
 ،K)-Jر C3 Z+tDf3 GB C,;ی ،gد%A C-]دو �-*+A 5-H+' Fی ،uل ت;ری%c gKB C3 v+tSر ت;+HA 4]دو

A�1 ازGB 1 3�دم درس A<%ا,(K، تDf+_ت ت; '%یG تDf+_ت C];M رایV;ن A%دA g�U;! 1�دا، 
(&! CLه GA 5ه C8%DE 25 #ی; 3&;ت-H+' pqJ C]ن از دو[4 و�+U C3 ل%@ C,;ی ،Z)B C3 (LM 

#3%ز!C !;ن J�ق G)B C3، ی; ای&G از !;U�داE 1%د @%ل U C3+�ن و اU� از !;U�داE 1%د @%ل 
 Cن ت%ا,;ی;IJه;1 ا gاد%,;E از KD+J K)O ،ن�+U C3 دان�U;! از GB gر C]%@ ارKq3 ;ن، #ی�+U C3

  @�دا4E او @%[G دارg؟
در B) 3&;تCO GB CS هC8%DE ،Z-H هZ-H و ی; ای&G از .  K)&+3 GJ (Z+*>SA'�: (,%ر> ;ن

G*+3 G-Eدا�ن و 3<;ر>9 @K! FLB _b3 ;3 1�A Gی;HLره;1 ه%*B ف�c . 5و>%د از او ه ;A
K,�+U C3 W+J . K8 C]ا �دا[ C' ودK1 ه;'4 در حK)A 7)8 GA �z, ودKدر ح _b3 ن;! W+J و

;A C3 �]4 داH+A و KD&، ی�دا[G!  . Z+A 2-&3 ;ی  ،(A;B ,+*() '&%ل #ف�از 3&-2 ا,- �+{  GA
ا[W+J GB (A;B CttL اCt8 3&-2 3; در یF ';ل @(| ه]ار و ه*-KD دا[� ا'KDe)@ G*+3 GB 4 و 

g;3 در �ه*-;د دا[ .gداز�RA ن;IJا gاد%,;E Fی GB 4Hی[+O از او �تK)tA ر;+HA 1ا GB . G&+در 8%رت
3%ر هZ-H ی; 5ta3 و O+]ی&G یF 3;3%ر و +U C3 5ta3�g;e)@ ،g دا[� در یA ،F+*-� 3�دم 3; ی; 3;

و 'O ،(Yc G ;ر . و A(; A� ایZ، و E;,%ادg ه;A ;3 1+*-� از یYc F) و دو Yc) دار,g;3 .K ا'4
 (Yc 4Y9، ه! C-ح (Yc 5ه;ه gاد%,;E G'ر C3 .�c;E او GA از .. و GB 1;3&-2 ه %Lه C-ح
+U C3 �]دا K8 ;ت �دا[ C'g%! G-Eدا�ن @;*H+J ;ر 3*&) ا'4 ت;+HA 5ن ه� .   

,z;م #3%ز!C ا1 3&;ت2، 3&;تC8%DE 2، #ی; A;یK از '%1 دو[4 3%رد T@ _b3ی�ش : ! �زاد
 ;L! _b3 ،2؟ و ا'(;د 3&;تG*+3 �+رف ت;a3 وزارت �z, �از زی C,;؟ یg%! K+ت;ی ،g�+VA ل%SN



Z+A 2-&3 ،(A;B ا[J ;L! ،(A;B CttL;رغ وGB C-N از 3&-2 #1 اس / ی; ا,-�,+*() '&%ل #ف 
  ا[-Z+! C3 (+Df، #ی; Z+,;-+3 در ارU;ن ه;1 اC,;IJ درس A<%ا,+Z و B;ر Z+)B؟

CtA، 3; 3+-%ا,+GB 5 در ارU;ن ه;1 اC,;IJ درس A<%ا,+5 و B;ر B(+5، >%اب '%ال دوم : ,%ر> ;ن
؟ aJ G3_ ت; ح;[K, CیKیZ&+] GB 5 '%ال او[-;ن c GB�ز تKریW ت%'p دو[G! C3 FO 4  ی; ,C. ت;ن

 [+O Z)B FO GB Z!;A gK3# gK)ی;L, 4]ف دو�c درس 3+<%ا,5 از G3 GB CS-&3 ;دم، ی%E 2-&3 در
gر C'5 در-H+' ،gر C'3; 8(7 در1 . در _b3 GB 4Hم دار ه%ta3 ب%E و Z-Hس ه;Lد ت Z&+]

gدار �SE 1دو[4 از GB ;3 2-&3 4، 3&-2. داری5 دHه GB 23&;ت GVو و دی C)م دی%tM _b3 ;3 
[+&Z دیGV 3&;تb3 C8%DE 2_ تL;م .  M�CA و Z+3;o3 اC,;IJ ر-*+A g�K, G!ارن و @*-%

K,دار CUK)ی;L, ،K,دار CO (A;B 1;ه G+ح;, ،CO م;Lدر ت ;Sی�qت GB ،ل '&%لK3 2او 3&;ت2 . 3&;ت
GB دو[A 4;یK از c�ف دو[A ،K)*+3 CO 4�ر'K)! C3 C و تL;م '+H-5 در'C !;ن ا5HN 1 ا'4 

دو[-C، تG*+L, ~+Sh او اG!;A 4H+, CO ،C,;IJ و ا[G-S او N GB CLHN;,%ن ا'4 و در 3&;ت2 
Z+,ا%N . Z&+] ،4'ر زی;د ا;+HA C,;IJدر 3&;ت2 ا GB ن%O C,;LH< 4,%*E دن از�&, gد;Y-'ا _b3

ت K3اوم د ا1 3&;تO 4H+, 2%ن A GB� ا';س N;,%ن ا1 ه; ح~ ,Kار,K و از c�ف دو[GA 4 8%ر
G! C3 C'ر�A.  

 
 
 

English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Noorjahan is a student in tenth grade of school in ISK, international school of 
Kabul which is a private school in Kabul, capital city of Afghanistan. I want to ask 
Noorjahan about her school and about how private schools function in Afghanistan. How 
do they accept students? How they charge students and more issues….Dear Noorjahan, 
what is the biggest difference between a private school from a governmental school in 
Afghanistan? 
 
Noorjahan: Well, first of all I have hello for everybody who is watching this video. Then 
I should say that there are many differences. For example differences in ways of teaching, 
difference in books and teachers are from different backgrounds too. Because in most 
private schools, the teachers are teachers that studied outside Afghanistan and, for 
example, have the experience of working outside Afghanistan and the books are books 
that are used in other countries…like in countries as Pakistan and in some schools in 
countries like Iran, and this is the thing, the level is naturally higher (in private school). 
Because most of Afghan books, mostly were written in 1981 and after then they have 
only been edited and some small changes have been inserted, but in the science part there 
have been no changes. Even now, for example, when we study science, we divide living 
beings to two sections: Humans and Animals.  
 
Shaharzad: In Afghanistan, the educational system is as...the educational system in 
Afghanistan throughout the history has been mostly governmental. Meaning that students 
went to school, government advertised a lot for bringing people to school, education has 
been free (didn’t have to pay) until higher education level for all students. Do private 
schools function in the same way? I mean do they get money from the government and 
only their educational system is different (from public school)? Or do they charge their 



students? And if they charge their students, the amount of money they charge, for what 
percentage of Afghan families is it affordable? 
 
Noorjahan: (she coughs) Sorry. In general the schools that are thing, that are private, or 
that are part of neighboring countries aid to us and their expenses are paid, they all charge 
money. The tuition fee is around…varies according to class but is around $30 to $100, or 
$120 every month. Apart from International School of Kabul or (she says the name of 
school in Dari), that original fee of our school is $5800 annually which is $580 per 
month. This is much higher than what an Afghan family pays. This is happening while 
most of people are teachers and government employees and the salary of government 
employees and teachers is around $50 per month. Our families have more than one or two 
children. There are three children, four, even six or seven. For this reason even for 
schools that charge from $30 to $100, it is hard to pay them. 
 
Shaharzad: The educational system of these schools, private schools do they have to be 
accepted and approved by government? Does it pass the review of education ministry? 
And the documents of the school, for example when you graduate from ISK or 
International School of Kabul, can you study and work in Afghan organizations? 
 
Noorjahan: Yes, we can study and work in Afghan organizations, to respond your second 
question. But your first question in regard to whether teaching methods are checked by 
government or not, I haven’t yet seen that in my school, the school that I go to, I haven’t 
seen someone coming from government to check the thing, the teaching method. They 
are in contact (with school). It is obvious that we have Dari classes and government 
knows about it. Our school doesn’t have religious science, Arabic and most of other 
Afghan subjects like Pashto, but other private schools do. For example Model school that 
has branches in almost all areas of Kabul (does have these subjects). These schools get 
observed by government and all their teaching methods are according to government and 
of course according to law. In Afghan schools, governmental school the laws are not well 
implemented. For example physical violence happens a lot in Afghan schools, but not in 
these (private) schools because according to law they (and no school) should, and these 
schools are regularly observed by the government. 
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